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SOME CURRENT ISSUES IN ADULT, CAREER, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Juliet V; Miller and Susan Imel
Director_and Associate Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult,

Career, and Vocational Education, The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

The fields of adult, career, and vocational education are broad_and are
currently facing a variety of issues. Four issuea have been Selected for
review in this chapter. These issues revolve around these questions:

O What career-related curriculum should be incorporated into the new
babidis?

o What contributions can vocational and career education make to
reducing the dropout rate?

o How can articulated secondary-postsecondary programs support quality
occupational training?

o How can literacy programs increase the literacy rate among adult
AMericans?

Selection of these issues was difficult because of the diversity and
breadth of the three scope areas covered by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult,
Career, and Vocational Education. The final selection of issues was based
on two criteria: representativeness and importance.

_These questions reflect important:issues at various educational levels
ranging from kindergarten through adult education. _The career-related
curriculum focuses on elementary, Middle school, and early high school
curriculum that prepares students for the career and tecY'lological changes
that they will confront throughout their lives. The issue of dropout
reduCtion addresses a growing national concern for_the_need_to support
Student retention by initiating early identification and prevention programs.
The articulaced secondary-postsecondary occupational training issue responds
to the need to develop_coordinated occupational training curricula that are
efficient and nonduplicative and result in the achievement of higher-level
technical skills; This area focuses on later secondary and postsecondary
education; Finally, the educational needs of adults_are a_recognimed
national concern; Although adult learners_vary_in their_educatiOnal goalS,
how to increase adult_literacy levels stands out_as a_ major concern. FOr
this reason, adult literacy was selected as the fourth issue to be repre-
sentative of a major adult education theme.

These issues also address important trends affecting education_today,
ihdluding the effects of a changing workplace on occupational and educational
requirements, the growing concern for reaching disconnected youth and
adults, and the current emphasis on educational excellencs; Technology
is being adopted widely and is making frequent career change a way of life;
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At understanding of the principles of technology and of personal career
planning concepts is becoming increasingly_impOrtant for_all students. The
changing workplace is_creating a demand for a higher number of technicians.
For success it requires generalizable, nonspecific work Skills. There
is_also a trend toward_a higher number of less-than-baccalaureate-Ievel
jobs. This is creating an increased need_for high-quality; efficient
occupational training at the secondary and postsecondary levels.

The problem of disconnected youth and adults is_becoming_acute. These
are_youth and adults who have dropped out of high schoolp_lack literacy
skills, and consiatently are either unemployed or employed in low-level,
unstable, and low-paying jobs. A dual_ attack_is needed to stabilize and
reduce the naMber of disconnected youth and adults. At the public school
level, dropout prevention programs are needed while at the adult level
literacy programs are needed.

_Finally,_the recent emphasis on excellence in education is resulting in
major curriculum reform. Most states are adopting stricter graduatiOn
requirements and the curricuIum_is becoming more uniform for all Stiidentt.
This trend raises the issue_of the role of career and vocational education
in the_new_basics. AMong the suggestions_emerging are the adoption of a
career/technology core as a basic curriculum area for all students and the
granting of joint_academic and vocational credit for carefully designed
Vocational education programs.

What Career-Related Curriculum Should Be
Incorporated into the New Basics?

Should principles of technology and career be incorporated with the
basic curriculum? SeveraI_writers suggest that they should. Boyer tie83)0
in the Carnegie report_entitled Bigh-Sch60-11---A-aeport on-Secondary Education

suggests_that a course on work and career should be one of the
basics. _The National_Commission on Secondary Vocational Education (1984)
states that vocational education in the secondary curriculum_should include
,career_guidance_and exploration, general employability Skills, broad concepts
of work and family, and general and specific occupational skill training.
The increasing influence of technology_has prompted several writers
(Daniels, Karmos, & Presley, 1985) to focus_on the importance of pretechnical
knowledge and skills that are of increased importance in the workplace and
to individuals as they make a number of career changes over the life span;

Many of the recent commission
for a solid educational foundation
to an uncertain employment future.
mean that much of the current work
In such a_period_Of transitiOn, it is difficult to know how to prepare young
people and retrain adults for rewarding future employment (Lewis, Fraser, &
Unqer) 1984).

reports on education emphasize the need
that win enable today's youth to adapt
The rapid rates of technological change
force will have to acquire new Skills.
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Although authorities agree that the economic shift will affect the
types of available jobs, it is difficult to predict the exact nature of that
change as well as how rapidly it will occur. Recent figures from the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau of Statistics project rapid growth rates for
the high-tech occupations, such as computer service technicians. However,
the actual number of these high-tech occupations, compared to other occupa-
tions, will remain_small. The largest number of new job openings will be
created in low-skilled or service job categories such as building custodian,
cashier, secretary, general office clerk, and sales_clerk. When reviewing
projections of future labor force requirements,_a distinction should be made
betWeen the_percentage of growth for an occupation and the numbers of new
jobs created. During the remainder of the 1980s, most new jobs will not
involve high levels of scientific or mathematical skills as high-tech
industries are expected to account for only 17% of the new jobs created
between 1982 and 1995 (Lewis et al., 1984).

Technology is having a profound impact on existing jobs. Micro7
processors, laser use, and biotechnologies are influencing the workplace.
How will their applications affect the skill levels required for various
jobs? Two opposing views exist. The first is that the increased application
of technology will increase job skill requirements. The second view it
that the increased use of technology will de-skill or lower the job skill
requirements, and there Will be less need for a highly educated work force.
There is evidence that both points of view are true. Technology will
probably first raise but later lower the skills required of workers.
Current evidence suggests that emerging technology is resulting in less
emphasis on manipulative skills and greater emphasis on_cognitive and
analytical skills. For example, robots are replacing assemblers and
operatives but are increasing the demand for technicians. However, as
technology matures and becomes more user friendly, worker skill requirements
are likely to decrease (Lewis et al., 1984; D. P. Meyer, 1985).

_It is impossible to predict accurately which jobs will be available to
an individual throughout a lifetime; How can education prepare individUals
to meet such uncertain future labor market conditions?_ What are the itpli=
cations of the changing workplace for the_core curriculum? The predominant
view regarding curriculum is that it thoUld_provide a strong general
educational_foundation that will prepare individuals to adapt to the many
occupational_and technical changes that they will encounter in the future.
Several models of K-12 career-related curriculum are emerging. These models
focus on tWo approaches. The first is to provide joint vocational end basic
Skills courses to support the application of concepts and to increase
StUdent motivation. The second focuses on the career/technology area as one
of the basics important to all students.

The combined_vocational/basic skills_approach incIudes_granting credit
jointly_to vocational and basic skills for vocational education courses
and reinforcing bnsic skills through vocational education instruction.
Cincinnati's Great Oaks Joint Vocational School District has a program that
coordinates math and science instruction with vocational offeringd in_the
areas of dental assistant training, chef'S training, electronics, Welding'

5
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and indUstrial maintenance. Working jointly, academic and vocational
instructors_ haVe developed curriculum that delivers both occupational skilld
and basic Skills in such areas as math, science, and communication (Nigel,
1984).

In Virginia, students are allowed to take a sequence of_vocational
courses_to_fuliill the requirement for either a math or a science course.
Students who complete a minimum of 300 hours of vocational instruction in
the areas of agriculture, business,_distribution,_health occupations,
occupational home economics, or trade and industrial education also receive
a math or science credit toward graduation requirements (Brown, 1984).

The_approach coMbining vocational and basic skills instruction that was
developed by the Center for Occupational Research and Development recognizes
the interrelationship between basic science and technology; The "Principles
Of_Technology" program includes joint instruction in technical principles
and concepts of science_and_mathematics. It also provides hands-on
laboratory experiences to support the application of concepts_and Ski118.
The course includes 14 units focusing on the scientific principle6 that
are the basis of current technological developments (Parnell, 1985).

Another cluster of programs addresses the_iMportance of career and
technology concepts as ope_of_the basics needed by all students. These
approaches focus on technological literacy, career planning skills, and
nonspecific, generalizable work skills. Dyrenfurth (1984) has developed a
technological literacy model consisting of three_stages. First-order
technological literacy helps individuals be aware of all technology.
This level should be incorporated into existing elementary, junior_high,
and middle school curricula. _Secondl-order technological literacy helps_
individuals be aware of and explore a subset of technologies of interest to
them. _This level can be supported by appropriate materials in middle
and secondary school social studies, industrial arts, home_economics,
and practical arts curricula; Third-order technological literacy includes
exploration, prespecialization, and preparation in a subset of technology.
This would occur in both the secondary and postsecondary setting.

The_state of New York has recently adopted a_three-,stage curriculum
that_coMbines career and technology competencies for ail students. During
the foundation stage, grades .K through 8, all students obtain a common core
of conceptual skills_and.knowledge related to personal, famlay,_home,_
communityi_and work responsibilities. During this_phase, seventh-_and
eighth-grade_students are required to take one-unit coursee in technology
and.in introduction to careers. During_the_9th_and 10th grades, the
development_ phase, students are provided_a broad spectrdia of knowledge
and Skills generic_to all_areas of_home/family and employment. Specialized
occupational education, the concentration phase that prepares students for
either employment or for postsecondary education, is delayed until the 11th
and 12th_grades. Thus, career options are kept open until students have
thoroughly explored the full implications (Daggett, 1984).

6



Danielsiet_al. (1985)_haVe foitepeaed a_pretechnical_curriculum that
includes three_sets pf akille. Generalizable skills and knowledge are those
directly_used in work_perferbande, They are transferable across jobs and
occupatiom;,_and are keys tO success 04 the job and_in the Classroom.
Examples incltde_reasoning, Communication, math, and tethnblegical and
attitudinal skills._ Transition &alit; and knovledge are needed to manage_
career and other life trannitions. Examples include_dhange management and
decision-making skills._ Problem.;solving ekille and knowledge are needed to
be effective in interpersonal and group SituationS encountered in most work
settings. These include interpersonal Skills and the ability to understand
htman behavior. Theiimportance of theee akills_in the changing workplace
was verified by Pratzner and Ru8Sell (1984),_who identified such transferable
skills as problem-solving, interparSonal relations, group process, decition-
making, planning, communication, and thinking/reasoning skills.

Future Directions

Nev demands in the workplace resulting from the_ihordened application
of technology have implications for the K-12 currictlnid._ Recent educational
referMS have emphasized increased achievement in the basics.__CUrrent
programs are supporting_the effectiveness Of teMbining vocational and basic
Skillt instruction and incorporating Carder And technology concepts into the
bailie curriculum for all students,

_ _There are_several advantages to developing ccurses that carry joint
credit for vocational and basid Skills. Such_courses provide an increased
opportunity_for the application of basic skills and concepts. Transfer of
training can_be increased as Students_uee basic skills to solve vocationally
oriented_problems. Alsoi_fer unmotiVated_studentsi_the active, hands-on
instruction_used_in vocational_educafiOn increases intertet and motivation,
thus eupporting higher levels of aohieVement and retentiOn. Successful
prograM8 that include vocational and_baeic akills inetttetion and_credit_
taquire cooperative planning._ Existing pregrate have been_planned jointly
by the academic and vocational_staff;_and often include team teaching In
the eases of New York and_Virginiai the impetus for the establishment_of
joint curricula has come_from the iitate level. _The_development of joint
vocational and basic skills courses is_not_widespread at the present time.
To support the increased_development of quality programs, it is impertett to
study more_closely the planning processes used to develop successful arrange-
ments and to disseminate information about successful modela.

Technology is vital to our economic development. Although technology
id closely related to and applies ooncePts from basic areas such as math ard
science, it constitutes a separate domais. Recent sfforts to develop models
of pretechnology and technology education suggest that technology is an
important_banic. Mo-:41 developmental tork is.needed in this area. First,
existing pretechnology and technology curriculum models need to he tested
to determine their quality and to identity the most effective ways of
incorporating these areas into the existing curriculum. Current approaches
include offering separate courses and combining with existing courses.
Second, curriculum developers need to find effective ways to monitor
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technological developments and revise curriculum to include emerging
concepts._ This_will_require stronger linkages to business, research, and
industrial settings in which technological development is occurring.

A final area includes the development of curriculum to_teach_ _ _

generalizable career skills. Trends indicate that change is becoming_a way
of life. Today's youth will change_occupations over seven times during
their adult lives. What knowledge and skills best prepare youth to deal
effectively with change? A set of general, nonoccupationaiiy specific
skills are being suggested. These include problem-solving, decision-making,
interpersonali_and career-planning_skills. Although some_of_ these Sicilia
are taught in the existing curricula, it cannot be assumed that transfer of
these skills to life decisions and occupational situations will occur
automatically. Specific_instructional activities are needed to support this
tranSfer. The major need is to develop learning experiences that support
transfer of skills and to determine_effective models for_providing this
instruction. Existing models_such as_general careerrreIated courses,
infusion into existing curriculum, and career guidance programs need to be
evaluated. Dissemination of effective approaches and coordination at the
state level are also needed.

What Contributions_Can Vocational and Career Education
Make to Reducing the Dropout Rate?

A large_number of youth are at risk (Education Commission of the
States,_1985). They are more apt to_drop_out of school before high school
graduation. Also, they are_more likely than other adults to be unemployed
and receive -lower wages_after_they have left the secondary schools. About
700,000 students dropped out during 1984 and another 300,000 were chronically
truant. In large cities the dropout rate runs over_40 percent. The dropout
rates for the lower socioeconomic, black and Hispanic youth are much higher
than dropout rates for high socioeconomic and white youth._ Among dropouts,

most female students drop out to have babies. Of the unwed teens who gave
birth tei 650,000 babiea in 1984, many did not return to school.

Once they_ have left school, many young adults fail to find consistent
employment. The unemployment rate_of teenagers is three times higher than
that_of adults. More_than 3_million_young adults (ages 16 to 24) are
3ooking for work and almost 400,000 zu:e discouragedi_thus no Ionger_seeking
employment. Current unemployment rates for black teens (40 percent) and
Hispanic teens (24 percent) are higher than the 15_percent unemployment
rate for white_teens. _Not aII dropouts are at risk in later career and
educational achievements. About 14 percent of males and 9 percent of
females later enter General Educational Development (GED) programs.

The recent excellence reforms enacted in many states are a first step
toward ensuring the quality_of education and preparing youth for changing
social_and labor market conditions. For at-risk youth, howeveri_reforms
such as a uniform core curriculum, longer school day, more homework, and
competency testing may result in increased dropping out rather than increased

8
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Competence. Several groups are suggesting that preventive programs for
at-risk youthare an_important next step in the educational excellence
reform process (Education Commission of the States, 1985); Programming to
support quality education to retain at-risk youth can draw from existing
dropout research and current exemplary programs that suggett program
standards.

Research has focused on describing the characteristics Of dropouts,
understanding why youth decide to drop out, and describing the features
of programs that reduce_dropout rates (Batsche, McCarty, & Klitzke, 1984;_
Weber_&_Silvani-Lacey, 1983). Restarch_on characteristics of dropouts has
identified pertonal, family,_sociali and economic factors that characterize
dropontS. There ate two problems with the usefulness_of this information
for program development. First, few of the identified characteristics_are
factors over which the school has control. While a_characteristic such as
low selfesteem may be modified by the school, other characteristics such as
socioeconomic status may not. Another problem lath this research it that
too often it focuses on the students at or near the school-leaving age.
Descriptions of students at this point have little power to suggest early
intervention strategies. Research will be most helpful when it studies
the characteristics of later elementary or middle school stueents who
subsequently dropOut.

Other research has examined the decision process: why a student
ChOoses to drop out (Batsche et al., 1984). One problem with this research
is that_students will often give socially acceptable reasons (e.g.,_need to
work), rather than real causes (e.g., isolation_ or boredom). DecitiOns
during the transition from middle school to high school are crucial4 dinde
they define motivation for the high school years. Fewer dropouts than
school completer& report having discussed their high school plans with a
parent,_"significant other," teacher, or counselor (Weber, 1986). They are
more apt to report_being "assigned to" rather than choouing their high
school program, and are more likely to be in the general curriculum.
When they are in voCational curriculum, they are more often enrolled in
.xploratory courses rather than a sequence of_courses that provide job-
Opecific training. Dropoutt are more apt_to be_in work-study programs than
it the general student population, bu these experiences too often are not
programmatic or linked to ongoing school efforts.

__What role do career and vocational education play in retaining ttUdentS
in high school_and motivating disconnected young adults_to return_to school?
Career education, including career guidance and counselingvexperience-based
-tareer education, and career7related classroom activities, has been shown to
support several goals rollated to retention (Bonnet, 1979). Career_education
increases basic &kills achievementi_particularly in the application_and
long-term retention of skills. Students with low motivation_to attend
echtiol_haVe shbwn iMprovement in school attendance_and retention after
participating in career education experiences. Vocational students who have
participated in career education are more likely to complete the vocational
program they have selected; Finally, career education has consistently
demonstrated effectiveness in increasing students' career planning skills.

9
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Thus) students are better able_to set personall_eduCatibhal) and occupational
goals that lend meaning and motivatibh tO the high School experience.

Results of several Stildieti Support the importance of vocational education
in dropout prevention (Mertens) Stitt) & Cak),1982; Weber) 1986). These
studies shoWed thatvocational education enrollment was_associated with schobl
retentiOn. Ih North Carolina) one-fourth of the students_in a_survey_said that
VOCational education was_the main reason why they stayed in_achOtil. Ih
general) findings suggest that vocational education and Work eXperienbe Atd
powerful in supporting school retention but that they are_most effective
when combined with_other program features; Wheh detertihihg the Value of
vocational education in dropout_prevention, it is important tO eicamine the
quality of the vocational_education experience. Casual exploration through
vocational courses or work:experience that is not related to learning goals
are Iess effective than major concentration in .a vocational program.

___Young adtltS who have dropped out of school tend to have low basic
skills levels that prevent them from_entering work and education and_training
programs. Adult begic education (ABE) has developed programs_to meet the_
heeds of young adults. _ThroughABE programs, young adults obtain the badic
skills needed to_enter high schoolcompletion and veCatiOnal training
programs_and to_obtain jobs._ Of aduIt_basic edtdatibn Wthdehte, 65% are in
the_16!-_to 35year-old_age group;_53%_have athieVed litee than a high_school
education. Research_on_the_effects Of ABE prOgrams (Darkenwald & Valentine)
1984) shows that participants improve their self-concept) gain confidence trx
themselves) and achieve their personal educational goaIs.

_Future-Directions

AlthbUgh career and vocational education programs have been shoWn tb
COhtribOte to school retention) their overall impact_can be improved_by
strengthening and modifying existing programs to better meet the he-eft of
potential dropouts.

.

Early intervention_has been stressed and general Characteristics_of
dropouts have been identified. Procedures are needed to help local schools
develop identification procedures_that are_besed on local student information
and consider multiple factors (Weber, 1986). After identifying who might
drop out, effective) early intervention programs should be targeted to these
identif5ed youth.

,The transition ihto high schoOl is a point when students nesd to
develop commitment_and motivation for completing their Ugh school program;
They also need tb_believe that the high school program is relevant tO adUlt
tbled that they will assuMe when_they leave school. Intensive coreet hdhdatioa
and exploration experiences can support the transition Of drOpOUt=prbne
students into_high school; _The experience_should lead tb the deVelopment
of Ladividualized_plans that include educational qoaldi Strategies to reduce
barriers to the achievement_of_goaIs, and ttMelinde for monitoring progress
on these goals._ Individualized planning_approaches such as those used with
handicapped students neT:d tb be adapted for use with dropout-prone students;;

10
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Characteristics of successful dropout prevention programs include
administrative arrangements, teacher behavior and characteristics, student
culture, and instrUctional design (Wehlagei_1983); Small programs with tWO
to six teachers serving 25,60 students are most effective; Program staff
have autonomy that allows teachers to assume authority and_responsibility
for_solving problems related to the program; Teachers believe that 6.11
students can learn and that the teacher is responsible for ensuring learning.
They see the student as a total person_and relate to students in a caring
way while setting high expectations and firm rules for the program. These
teachers are also highly cooperative with each other.

Students in successful_programs are cooperative rather than competitive;
They view_the program as a "family" and ate willing to_support each other;
Successful programs have distinctive instructional features; Instruction
is individualized and focuses_on real-life problems. Experiential learning
in community service, vocational, and_outcome settings is stressed. These
features of successful programs confirm the importance_of_considering
Multiple factors when designing programs and the need to disseminate
successful program models nationally;

For vocational education to have optiMal ilopact on school retention,
potential dropouts need to participate in vocational education_programs in a
meaningful wry. Schools_need to take specific steps to increase enrollments
and to ensure comprehensive rather than random, exploratory participation;
These_steps include helping students view vocational education_as a viable
educational option; conducting outreach and recruitment programs_for
dropout-prone studentE; and helping students identify, enter, and complete
comprehensive vocational education programs that lead to occupational skilld
development.

Work-study activities can provide financial support fear students and
increase motivation for school achievement; However, if not carefully
planned, work-study_activities can have a negative effect (Weber, 1986);
Work-study activities should include specific objectives, diverse experiences
that are linked to the_students'_educational program, close ties between the
employer and the school, and evaluation standards to review the quality of
work-study activities.

Haw Can Articulated Secondary-Postsecondary Programs
Support Quality Occupational Training?

The excellence movement has resulted in renewed interest in strenathening
the secondary school_curriculum_to ensure higher levels of bailie Skint
achievement. Parnell (1985) highlights the need for high school curriculum
reforms to include carefully articulated secondary-postsecondary programs;

In early 1985, 40 states had increased high school graduation require-
ments, and 27 states had or_were_considering separate requirements for an
advanced or college7preparatOry diploma (Dyrenfurth, 1985); This trend will
result in a more uniform curricuium for all studentE. This should help to

11



change the previous trend for many students to follow a generalcurriculum
in high school that neither prepared them for' college attendance nor_for
Iess-than-baccalaureate-level occupational training.__Between 1975 and 1981;
36% of high school students were in the academic track. 43% in the general
track, and 19% in the vocational track: (2% were unidentified);

However, a collegepreparatory curriculum in which all students heVe
similar educational_experiences may not reflect the_needs of students or of
the occupational demand structure; _Although there has been an increase in
baccalaureatedegree holders, at least three of four_ptiblic school students
win notachieve this degree__The U.S. DepartMent of Labor (1984) identified
the'50_fastest7growing occupations. None of them are low-skill jobs and only
two require a bacCalaureate_degree._ Increased use of technology in most
occupational areas iacreating new demands for skill and knowledge. Although
projections suggest that there will be relatively few hightech jobs, most
jobs will be influenced by technology. Parnell (1985) argues that training
of teChhicians with a broad understanding of the principles as well_ as the
applications of technology is needed to respond to the shifting workplace.

The articuIated_secondary-postsecondary, vocational-technical curriculum
is_an emerging response to the need toiproVide technical and basic Skill
excelIence_for the three out_of_fOUr'iltUdents who will receive less than
a baccalaureate degree.,_ Articulation is the process of developing and
implemeniiihng coordinated curricula at the secondary and postsecondary
levels; These_artiCUlated curricula provide courses of study that students
begin during the high school years and complete by attending a community_
college or_posttecondary technical school. They are carefully structured to
avoid duplication of learning, to support the smooth transition from one
level to the next, and to result in the achievement of higher-level teChnical
competence;

Articulated programs_can provide severalbenefits for both students and
educational institutions (American Association of Community and Junior_
Colleges and American Vocational_Association, 1984). These include reduced
duplication of learning,_more effective_and_efficient learningi_improved
program_content and_standards. and fuller use of_existing program facilities
and equipment._ Articule.ed programs can help both secondary and post-
secondary institutions respond to the need for excellence. At the high
school level1 programs combine basic skills and technical competence to
improve the_quality of vocational education offerings; _These more rigorous
programs that are closely linked to postsecondary education_provide a more
attractive option for students and can help support high school completion.
Postsecondary institutions will also benefit by having larger enrollments of
better prepared students;

tong_et al. (1986) conducted a national survey_of existing secondary-
postsecondary program articulation efforts.__They conclude that all articulated
programs_share the goal of saving students both time and money by avoiding
duplication of learning; However, some programs move beyond these goals by
teaching more advanced skills than can be delivered in unarticulated programs.

1 2
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Time7shortened articulated programs that allow students to receive
postsecondary credit for high school work can be considered as advanced
placement programs. These programs vary in their_complexity._ In some
cases, they are direct arrangements between the high school and the_post!.
secondary school developed by_a_few_peopie. In-other cases, they involve
comprehensive planning committees and administrative structures. Increasingly,
the impetus for these agreements originates in state-level policy (Maryland
State Board for Community Colleges, 1984).

A major need in articulated programs is an effective method of verifying
learning at the high school level, and of evaluating those learning experi-
ences or establishing postsecondary credit. Various approaches are used,
including teacher recommendation, external testing, and competency-based
curricula. Competency-based curricula are effective since the assessment
of competencies taught and mastered is built into the curriculum. Time-
shortened programs provide cost-effective, motivating, high-quality
occupational training. These programs hold promise for Improving the
quality of occupational training for many occupational areas. However, in
the light of the growing demand for "master technicians" (Parnell, 1985),
there is an additional need, that articulated programs result in high-level
Skills and knowledge. Two promising approaches to articulated advanced-
Skills programs are the high school core technical curriculum and the
vocational-technical 2 + 2 programs (Long et al., 1986).

The core curriculum provides intensive instruction in the principles of
technology to help students develop the core knowledge base needed for .

.postsecondarylevel, high-technology training. _The Center for Occupational
Development has developed a "Principles of Technology" curriculum that
covers principles of_physics_needed_for advanced_technical training in
such programs _as_medicai equipment technician and_computer-aided design__
technician. Students who have_taken the core_technology curriculum_at the
high school level are able to bypass introductory courses and move_to
advanced levels upon_postsecondary school_entry. The core curriculum
focuses on basic technical principles rather than specific Skill training.
High school students have the option of combining the core curriculum with
other vocational education in high_school.or delaying specific skills
training until the postsecondary level.

The vocational-technical 2 + 2 curriculum_also_focuses on developing
advanced skills for higL-tech occupations._ These programs provide a compre-
hensive, four-year technical training program tha is entered during the
last two years_of_hIgh school and completed at the and of two years_of
_postaecondary training (Parnell,_1984). _These 2 +_2 programs provide
'four_years of study focusing on three major knowledge areas: basic Skills
(mathematics, science, communications, socioeconomics,_and_computer literacy),
technical core skills (a set of knowledge and ekills Shared by a general
occupational area)i and specialty skint'.
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Future Directions

Projections_indicate that secondarripostsecondary articulation arrange-
ments vin_become more numerous and comprehensive in_the fUture; Future
efforts need to focus_on guaranteeing relevant curriculum to meet_student
and labor market needs, developing state-Ievel policies to support arti=
culation, and developing and implementing local articulation plans.

When developing articulation agreements,-the needs of students should
be foremost. Higher unemployment rates are tied to lower educational
attainment levels. Many employment opportunities require less_than a
baccalaureate degree but do require training that_is relevant to changing
job demands. School retention is a national concern and can be stimulated
by_the availability of training options that relate to career goals and are
cost- and time=affective for students. While there is increasing demand for
technicians, the major demand_stin_clusters in other, more traditional
occupational areas. Articulation plans:that are based on student needs
will include diverse_options that-provide for beth_time-reduced ttaining and
increased skill-level training. Programs also need to focus on such_services
as outreach, recruitMent, counseling, and.placement that help studenta_set
career goals, select appropriate educational options, complete articulated
training, understand career ladders within their training area, and obtain
job placement.

Although articulated programs have been developed locally without the
impetus of state-leveI policy, the extensive emergence of local agreements
will be facilitated by state policy. in some cases, state administrative
arrangements have been a barrier to articulation. Often, different state
agencies have jurisdiction over secondary and postsecondary education.
Several options are available at the state level. Florida has a policy that
permits high school_students to enroll in a community college and receive
both high school and college credit. Other states, California for one, have
policies that encourage but do not mandate cooperation. _A few states are
developing policies that mandate cooperation. In Illinois, the State
Board of Educatioa and the Community College Board have proposed formal
articulation agreements between secondary and postsecondary levels; These
agreements must address four areas: (a) program alignment and continuity
in a given occupational area; (b) transition of students from one level to
another without undue delay or duplication of learning; (c) cooperation in
use Of equipment, facilities, and staff, when feasible; and (d) cooperation
in ongoing evaluation and improvement of programs (Galloway & Washburn,
1965). An analysis of current state policy and the revision of_policy
to support articulation are needed to promote cost-effective, efficient
secondary-postsecondary coordination.

While State policy can support or even mandate cooperative planning,
its success_rests at the local level. Long et al. (1986)_found_that local
factors such as turf conflicts, faculty resistancei_poor_communication, and
incompatible curriculum were greater barriers than external problems such
as state-level policy Case studies of successful programs.led the authors
to conclude that core elements of;successfuI programs were (a) leadership
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and commitment from the top;_(b)_early fadulty_invOlVement; (c) relationshipa
based on mutual respect and =tun; (d) mutual benefits to all partners;
(e) written articuIation_agreements; (f) Open, clear,_and frequent communi=
cations; (g) modeSt_initial goals; (h) clearly defined responsibilitiet;
(i) competency-baaad Chtricula; and ID a common focus on_mutual goals
rather than Oh individual turf. _These factors are supported by_TaUggestions
for loCal_artidulation provided by Parnell_(1985); LOcal SedOndary and
postsecondary adhOols need to recognize the benefits Of artichlation fot
both the institution and its studentsi_to make_majOt adMinittrative commit-
ment_to_the development of effective articulation, ahd to allocate resources
to the development and implementation of these arrangements.

An increasing number of emerging_articulation agreements support
curriculum coordination between deCOndary and postsecondary institutions;
These agreements improve the_Oality of vocational-technical education,
create educational optiOnd that will support the availability of appro=__
priateIy_dkilled WOrkerd to meet changing labor force demands, and prOVide
viable edUdatiOnal options that can motivate youth_to_cOmplete high school
and poiStadcOndery education. The directions described in thie teCtion
strengthen the effectiveness of these articulated programa.

How Can Literacy Programs Increase the
Literacy Rate AMong Adult Americans?

Adult illiteracy is a complex, costly social problem. Each year, an
estimated 2.3 million persond join the existing pool of those 27 million
adults who are functionally illiterate. This number includes high achool
dropouts and "puShoutd," legal and illegal immigrants, refugees, and othere
with limited English proficiency (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.).
During the paet three years, several national efforts haVe focused attention
on the problem. These include:

b Announcement in September; 1983, by President Reagan of the Adult
Literacy Initiative that is being carried out by the U.S. Department
bf Education.

Formation of the Coalition for Literacy, an 11-member organization
that works with the_American Association of Advertising Agencies to
implement a nationwide media campaign.

o Formation of the BhaineSS Council for Effective Literacy that 18
dedicated to helping generate greater corporate awareness of the
functiOnal illiteracy problem and encourage corporate support of
10Cal prOgraMe and planning in the field

SOpport of local adult literacy programs by B. Dalton Booksellers
through funds made available from the Dayton HUdd-On Company.

As a result of these recent efforts, a number of aspects of adult literacy
education have surfaced.
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Individuals working it adult literacy education view it from different,
and sometimes conflicting, perSpeCtives. Several key areas associated with
adult literacy OdUdatien ate the characteristics of illiterate adults, the
use of_vOlunteers ih adult literacy programs, the impact_of technology
upon_adult litetacy, and the need for better linkages and communiCation
Within the field of adult literacy education;

Characteristics of IIIiterate_Adults

_Lack of understanding of the charadteriatics of illiterate adults is a
key area in literacy education,_one that gives rise to a number of issues
and problems; Research hat tended to_portray illiterate adults from a
deficit perspective, embedded in_a_dtltUre of poverty. Although illiterate
aduits_may have_a fully developed language isystem, the literature more_
frequently mentitine that they fear failure in teaching-Iearning situations,
have low self-esteeM Ahd Self-donfidencei and_resist change; They may be
characterized as inarticulate and unable to cope or think abstractly; A
tone of_missitin_and dondern for the less fortunate (e;g., rehabilitating
the malfundtibning adult into normal society) tends to dominate the deficit
perspective (Fingeret, 1984);

A new picture of illiterate adults it beginning to emerge. Qualitative
studies in which the adults themselves wire prOVided opportunities to share
their_own_perspectives_give a more balahded and accurate view; Although
they may lack formal schooling, many illiterate adults have educated them7
seives:through_their Iife experiended. This emerging portrait also_reveaIs
that_many are frustrated With edudators and programs designed to develop
their literacy ekillt (ringetet, 1984).

Intergenerational illiteracy is another concept associated_vith__
characterittics of illiterate adults; There is some evidence that illiteracy
is cyclidal; Families that place a_high vaIue_on_educAtion are more likely
tO break the cycle. Although studies related to intergenerational illiteracy
have been done with children, this is not an_arde that has been the subject
of much discussion or research among adult edddatOrs.

Volunteers

Volunteers have becOMe eh indreasingly important resource_for adult
literacy programs; _Although_volUhteer tUtors have formed the basis of the
Laubach Literacy AptiOh (LLA) And Literacy_Volunteers of America (LVA)
programs for many yeara0 the use of volunteers in aduIt_literacy programs
has spread in the past 15 years to a number of other settings; _VolUnteers
currently contribute to programs in_such settings_as federally ftinded &Chat
badid odddation, community-based organizationsi libraried) correctional
ihdtitutions, and churches (Kangisser, 1985);

A number of recent deveIopmentS have derVed to increase the_visibiiity
of the__Iiteracy volunteer movement; _Chief aMohg these has been the develop-
ment of a national advertising campaign CI-deigned to attract volunteers into_
literacy settings; The campaign, which has developed through the efforts of
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the Coalition for_Literacy (CL) and the American Association_of AdVertiding
Agencies, prompted more than 50,000 individuals to offer their aerViceS in
ito firtt fiVe kehths of operation (I1.aley, 1985).

As a result_of increasedi_visibiIity and nee, VOlOnteete are perceived
as a valuable resource_for aduIt_literacy programa. JitMTIVeati a number of
issues surround their use._ One issue revolves around the Concepts of
"professionalism"_and "amateurism." Many adult litezacy educators believe
that reading_should_be taught by a professionally prepared_individuaI.
Related to this belief is_the_ fear that Volunteers do not receive proper
training, supervision, and other types of support. For example, both LVA
and LLA provide_vOlunteers with fewer than 20 hours of training; once they
complete initial training, tutors are_not'required to continue traihihg (v.
Meyer,_1985). A_second concern is the ability of organitatiOne to deal with
a rapid inflUx of volunteers. It takes_resources --money and hUMAti==t0
train' place, and supervise volunteers (Kangisser, 1985)._ The need to train
and_place volunteers may strain the limited resourtes AVailable to most
Adult literacy programs.

Although_volunteers are_used_widely_in_many types of adult literacy _

programsi "very little,isi_known About_effective VOliniteer programs and the
resources they require" (Fingeret, 1984, 0. 44). Research about volunteer
programs could help to eliMinate_some of the fears expressed regarding the
use of volunteers as well as assist programs in using them effectively;

_Impact of Technology

The impact of technology is another issue confronting adult literacy
programs. Technology is affecting the workplace aa Well as the instructional
Arena. It is estimated that in addition to the 27 million functionally
illiterate adults, another 40 million are only marginally capable of being
productive workers (Elfenbein, 1983). While it Was once possible for
marginally illiterate adults to function in the workplace, advances in
technology are making it increasingly necessary for employees to demonstrate
higher levels of literacy for both entry-leveI jobs and job advancement. As
a result of technological developments, a new category of adult illiterates
is emerging: persons who do not have the skills necessary to function in
the information age (Chen., 1984)i

These observations are supported by findings from a recent study that
investigated efforts by companies to upgrade the bodic skills of their
employees (Hull, Fields, & SechIer, 1986). Study findings included the
following: the need for basic literacy Skillt to support workers' higher-
order performance on the job is_increasing; the nature of work is changing
from highly segmented routinized duties to coordinated production processes
with greater authority vested in individual production Iine workers; for
high tech companies, a high school diploma is rapidly becoming the new
standard for hiring employees; and in many cases, literacy skills are viewed
by industry personnel as prerequisites to technical-skiII training.
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Technology also has the_potential Of_changing the delivery of literacy
instetction. _According to Fingeret (1984), "the initial research in CAI
[computer-assisted instruction] is exciting and promising, although limited
at present" (p. 34). Fingeret also_points_out the Iack of commercially
available instructional packages that can be used in adult literacy programs.
One of the benefits_of using microcomputers in adult literacy instructian_is
that it is a vocational skill. Other forms of technology may also he useful
for delivering instruction in adult literacy programs. However, not much
is known about the extent of use of instructional technolmgy or its effects.

Need_for_Setter Communication

The fourth area involves the need for better linkages and communication
Within the field of adult literacy education. The establishment of linkages
among the various delivery systems for adult literacy programs is a needed
step. According to Fingeret (1984), "State and National leadership must be
exerted tO bring together all literacy educators regardless of_program
affiliation. Literacy educators must see their efforts ea part of a complex,
multifaceted approach to Literacy education in the United States" (p._41).
She suggests that, for such Iinkages_to be established successfully, lltercy
educators must be able to tolerate diverse approaches as well as articulate
their own political and ethical frameworks. There is some evidence that_
linkages are being estiblished among literacy providers. The_Coalition for
Literacy brings together several national_organizations._ A number of states
have established state literacy coalitions, and local coalitions are being
developed in some communities. These coalitions are seldom truly represen-
tative. The Coalition for Literacy, for example, lacks representation from
a community-oriented organization.

Another need is for better communication among practitioners and
researchers. According to Imel (1985), "People on the firing line are too
far removed from those people who are doing research or who are disseminating
information. There is a need to get into the forefront those people who are
close to practice but yet who are knowledgeable about research" (p. 21).

Adult educators who are involved in adult literacy programs also need
information from the fields of reading, writing, and cognitive psychology.
In teaching reading, adult educators_do not seem to do weal with persons in
the middle area (i.e.,_grade levels four to nine). It is fairly easy to get
people from a zero reading level to about grade four, but after that it
becomes more difficult (Lull, 1985). Chali (1984)i a leading researcher in
reading, suggests that research is needed on how more_adults can be brought
to a 12th-grade reading level. _AduIt_educators need to_communicate with
researchers in other fields so that they Can *hark tO dOlVe cOMmon problems.

Future-Directions

Increasing the literacy rate of adult Americans will require multiple
StrategieS. CUrrent activity in adult literacy education bodes welI for the
future. However, a significant reduction in adult illiteracy depends upon a
number of emerging emphases. These include increased research activity, the
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Although the increase in
encouraging, more research is
report issued by the National
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, and an increased emphasis on the prevention

research activity in adult literacy haS been
needed in almost every area Of the field. _A
Adult Literacy Project (JOhnson, 1985) Spoke

Continued research is required to help fill the gaps in knowledge
essential for improved_practice. Of particular importance are_
unanswered questions about the differences in literacy development
during childhood and adulthood, and about the functionai_require-
ments in diverse reaI-life settings where literacy demands occur.
(p. 21)

Fingeret (1904) also discussed the need for additional research saying
that "the conduct and_utilization of research should become a research
priority" (p. 43). _Jhe calls for research to provide information about the
following areas: the processes through which adults learn to read, effective
volunteer programs and the resourcass they require, the characteristics of
illiterate adults, and the technology of instruction.

The formation of coalitions will continue to play an important role
in the development of adult literacy programs; The_Coalition for Literacy
has already established a model for using this strategy to_coMbat adult
illiteracy.. Adult educators are recognizing that the prOblem of adult
illiteracy is of suckmagnitude that there is_plenty of "bUsiness"_for
all providers. In Other words, there is no shortage of clientele for
existing programs. There is also increasing recognition that_a range
of program opportunities needs to be available to serve diverse student
populations. Thus, it makes sense to form coalitions to provide services
for adults seeking literacy education.

Increasingly, business and industry are playing a role in,adult literacy
education. Not only are many companies providing support for local efforts;
but_also some are sponsoring in-house adult literacy traiiiiny_programs for
their_employees. As coalitions are formed, every effort should be made to
include business and_industry representatives_as well as representatives
from more traditional providers Of literacy education.

Although remedial measures_are needed to combat_adult illiteracyi_more_
attention is being_focused_on_its prevention. Effective preventive measures
cannot completely eliminate adult illiteracy; They can; however, reduce the
flood of 2.3 million new adult illiterates entering the pool each year;

The National Advisory Council for Adult Education and the National_
Adult Literacy Project (Johnson, 1985) have emphasized the prevention_of
illiteracy in recent reports. The reports on_educationaI excellence have_
increased_the pUblic's awareness Of the need to increase achievement levels
during K through 12th grade. Specific strategies_mentioned by Johnson
(1985) that can be ueed to prevent illiteracy include more tranogenerationel
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programs that help illiterate or_semi-illiterate parents become role models
for learning; public library programming for children and youth; and identi-
fication and dissemination of successful strategies for teaching reading.

Existing'literacy programs are able to serve approximately 4 Million
adults per year. Given the influx of adtlt illiterates_into the population
yearly, current efforts make little or no_headWay in reducing the total
number of illiterates; The solution to the_ problem of_adult illiteracy
will require_the_combined_efforts of the public and private sectors; the
individual effOrtS Of_bOth professionals and volunteers; and additional
resOtrced te fund needed research and to support new programs;

Summary

This chapter_has_examined four representative issues affecting the
fields of adulti_career, and vocational education; _These include: (a) what
careerrelated curriculum should be incorporated into the new_basits?_
(b) What contributions can vocational and career edtcation make te redteing
the dropout rate? (c) Bow can articulated secondary-postsecondary programs
support high-quality occupational training?._and (d),Bow can literacy programs
increase the literacy rate_among adtlt Atericans? These issues are repre!r
sentative of various edUcational_levele and grow out of three major_trends,
including the effetts of a Changing workplace on occupational and educational
requirtmentt,_the groWing concern for reaching disconnected youth and
adults, and the current emphasis on educational_excellence; The purpose_of
thiS rsvieV, Mb been to clarify the context surrounding each of the issues,
to dettribe etherging and promising educational approaches, and to suggest
fdture directions needed to strengthen research, development, dissemination,
And Implementation.
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